HOBOSEXUAL
“Ladies and gentlemen, this is what rock and roll is all about. Hot, stinky,

sweaty, head-banging, ass-shaking rock and roll. These are some badass sons
‘a bitches.”
- Brent Stecker, Guerrilla Candy
“The hilariously named Hobosexual’s songs aren’t funny at all—they’re full-on,
fuzzed-out classic-rock beasts.”
- Megan Seling, The Stranger

Album Info

Biography

Album: Hobosexual

It all started in 2010 in a basement over diet cokes, cheap cigars, shag carpet

Focus Tracks: 3. Boogieshuttle, 5. Penthouse

and a couple of 1970s Shure Vocal Master PA speakers cranked to the point of
imploding.
Since emerging from that fateful basement, the duo that is Hobosexual,
comprised of Ben Harwood/ Hobo Ben (guitar, vocals) and Jeff Silva/
Portuguese Bonham (drums) have managed to leap from their shag carpet,
inner city roots to becoming one of Seattle’s up and coming rock n roll tour de
forces. They’ve also proven themselves an endlessly impressive aesthetic to
other aspiring bands and artists by way of the often interpersonal and hard

Lovers, 8. Concrete Corporate

Genres: Heavy Rock, Blues, Metal, Punk
Associated Acts: The Black Keys, Fu Manchu,
AC/DC, The Beastie Boys, Mudhoney

Website: hobosexualmusic.bandcamp.com

fought mantra of, “A Band Living In It’s Own World.”

Tour Info: Hobosexual has shared the stage

After selling through over 1,000 copies of their debut album in under a

Biffy Clyro, Dyme Def, The Mono Men, Quasi,

year’s time (and without a single out of state performance), the duo recently
completed work on their second highly anticipated studio LP Hobosexual II
(TBA), a repressing of the local hit Hobosexual: Live at CCT on cassette (2011)
and are very close to releasing their patented second wave of endlessly retweeted, self-released, self-produced Hob O Sexual: Series 2 brand action
figures (series 1 sold out in early 2011).

via main support for: The Pack AD, Japanther,
Fruit Bats, and The Helio Sequence. The
boys are currently planning a North American
tour this fall in support of Hobosexual II, with
limited engagements in Japan, Europe, and the
Southwestern U.S. throughout the spring and
summer of 2014.
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